Question 1: Choose the word nearest to the word given in capitals:

IMMESH
A: engage
B: entangle
C: spoil
D: spread
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question 2: Choose the word nearest to the word given in capitals:

MONOCRACY
A: autocracy
B: democracy
C: monopoly
D: single wife
Correct Answer: Option-A

Question 3: Choose the word nearest to the word given in capitals:

OBESE
A: follow
B: celebrate
C: oppose
D: fleshy
Correct Answer: Option-D

Question 4: Choose the word nearest to the word given in capitals:

PATERNAL
A: motherly
B: fatherly
C: parents
D: design
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question 5: Choose the word nearest to the word given in capitals:

CARCASS
A: careless
B: steps
C: dead body
Correct Answer: Option-C
Question 6: Find out the correct prepositions in question

................. us the ashes of our ancestors are sacred.
A: For
B: To
C: By
D: With
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question 7: Find out the correct prepositions in question

This sculpture ............... Michelangelo is called David
A: of
B: off
C: by
D: beside
Correct Answer: Option-C

Question 8: Find out the correct prepositions in question

I have often put away my woollens ............... the middle of the month and taken out my summer clothes
A: by
B: in
C: of
D: with
Correct Answer: Option-A

Question 9: Find out the correct prepositions in question

The old man rose ............... great effort and took the bowl
A: in
B: with
C: up
D: out
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question 10: Find out the correct prepositions in question

There was a small bridge ............... the river
A: among
B: across
C: over
Question 11: Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given below:

A person who lives in a foreign country

A: alien
B: enemy
C: fatalist
D: fugitive
Correct Answer: Option A

Question 12: Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given below:

One who pretends to what he is not

A: actor
B: hedonist
C: hero
D: hypocrite
Correct Answer: Option D

Question 13: Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given below:

A person who breaks into a house

A: robber
B: thief
C: burglar
D: snatchers
Correct Answer: Option C

Question 14: Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given below:

A person who had long experience

A: principal
B: arbitrator
C: veteran
D: oculist
Correct Answer: Option C

Question 15: Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given below:

One who eats human flesh

A: cannibal
B: carnivorous
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question16:- Fill up the sentences with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below:

The Hunger Free Kerala Programme will .................. that no one goes hungry in the state.

A:- engage
B:- ensure
C:- emerge
D:- enlist
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question17:- Fill up the sentences with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below:

A 40 year old man was arrested by the police for .................. attempt to molest a woman

A:- alleged
B:- strong
C:- cruel
D:- ugly
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question18:- Fill up the sentences with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below:

Besides ................ instructions the minister ordered measures to ensure availability of water.

A:- ordered
B:- supplying
C:- issuing
D:- granting
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question19:- Fill up the sentences with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below:

The High Court ................ the government to enforce the helmet rule.

A:- directed
B:- ordered
C:- issued
D:- sentenced
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question20:- Fill up the sentences with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below:

The police ................ as many as 13,442 motorists for riding two wheelers without helmet.

A:- seized
B:- penalized
Question 21: Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals.

INIMICAL
A: large
B: minimum
C: supportive
D: enemity
Correct Answer: Option C

Question 22: Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals.

LIBERTY
A: fraternity
B: slavery
C: puberty
D: integrity
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 23: Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals.

FRAGILE
A: strong
B: weak
C: beautiful
D: ugly
Correct Answer: Option A

Question 24: Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals.

TEDIOUS
A: bold
B: relaxed
C: timid
D: strong
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 25: Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals.

SUCCEED
A: swallow
B: resist
LEND AN EAR TO
A: cut off an ear
B: ear donation is good
C: to listen patiently
D: to become deaf
Correct Answer: Option-C

IN HIGH SPIRITS
A: very happy
B: successful life
C: become frantic
D: go up and up
Correct Answer: Option-A

SWAN SONG
A: beautiful song
B: last performance
C: beginning
D: traditional art
Correct Answer: Option-B

WET BLANKET
A: a useless fellow
B: a useless bed sheet
C: comfortable dress
D: well planned
Correct Answer: Option-A

ADD FUEL TO FIRE
A: cook well
B: to worsen a situation
C:- to light up the surrounding
D:- cut down expenditure
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question 31:- In the set a word is spelt in four different ways. Choose the word correctly spelt
A:- irreparable
B:- irreperable
C:- irrapereble
D:- irreperable
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question 32:- In the set a word is spelt in four different ways. Choose the word correctly spelt
A:- leukaemia
B:- luekaumea
C:- leukaemia
D:- luecemea
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 33:- In the set a word is spelt in four different ways. Choose the word correctly spelt
A:- metallergy
B:- metallurgy
C:- metelergy
D:- mettelargy
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question 34:- In the set a word is spelt in four different ways. Choose the word correctly spelt
A:- nuisance
B:- nuesance
C:- niuesance
D:- nuisance
Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question 35:- In the set a word is spelt in four different ways. Choose the word correctly spelt
A:- opaque
B:- opaqeu
C:- opaeque
D:- opacque
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question 36:- Find out the incorrectly spelt word
A:- abandon
B:- abdicate
C:- abied
D:- abject
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 37:- Find out the incorrectly spelt word
A:- debag
B:- debark
C:- debar
D:-debecle
Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question38:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word
A:-convocation
B:-convince
C:-convoy
D:-convey
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question39:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word
A:-dissent
B:-disrupt
C:-disident
D:-disseminate
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question40:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word
A:-escalate
B:-escalater
C:-escape
D:-escapade
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question41:-In this question sentences are divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part
A:-A water quality analysis of a sample
B:-collected from near the boat club
C:-find that the water
D:-was highly polluted
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question42:-In this question sentences are divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part
A:-When I reached
B:-the central railway station
C:-the inter-city express to Thrissur
D:-will have be left
Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question43:-In this question sentences are divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part
A:-Conflicts involved
B:-wild animals in and around
C:-reserve forests, wildlife sanctuaries
D:-and national parks are on the rise
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question44:-In this question sentences are divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part
A:-When I played hide and seek
B: with uncle Sam's children
C: Granni will always give away my most secret hiding place
Correct Answer: Option-C

Question 45: In this question sentences are divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part
A: What made the woman
B: in the picture
C: even more unrecognizable
D: to me is her beautiful smile
Correct Answer: Option-D

Question 46: Below the sentence, four choices are given, choose the one that can substitute the word or group of words in the sentence. If no correction is needed choose 'D'.
The event CAME OFF at the presence of many celebrities.
A: took up
B: took place
C: took out
D: no error
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question 47: Below the sentence, four choices are given, choose the one that can substitute the word or group of words in the sentence. If no correction is needed choose 'D'.
The Government has decided to ABOLISH the age long practice of dowry
A: carried off
B: called in
C: do away with
D: no error
Correct Answer: Option-C

Question 48: Below the sentence, four choices are given, choose the one that can substitute the word or group of words in the sentence. If no correction is needed choose 'D'.
The school management will EXAMINE the complaints
A: look into
B: take up
C: look on
D: no error
Correct Answer: Option-A

Question 49: Below the sentence, four choices are given, choose the one that can substitute the word or group of words in the sentence. If no correction is needed choose 'D'.
It was such an amazing offer that nobody could REJECT
A: turn off
B: turn down
C: turn over
Question 50: Below the sentence, four choices are given, choose the one that can substitute the word or group of words in sentence. If no correction is needed choose ‘D’.

The angry mob immediately **DEMOLISHED** the wall that stood on the way
A: pulled back
B: put out
C: pulled down
D: no error
Correct Answer: Option-C

Question 51: Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blanks to make the sentences complete.

Egyptians had a process of ............... the dead body known as mummification.
A: promoting
B: performing
C: preserving
D: protecting
Correct Answer: Option-C

Question 52: Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blanks to make the sentences complete.

The law ............. free and compulsory education to all children aged 6 to 14 years
A: matters
B: mandates
C: insists
D: maintains
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question 53: Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blanks to make the sentences complete.

The man turned to his chair and as he did so, I caught a ............. of his face in the mirror.
A: glimpse
B: glamour
C: glitter
D: gesture
Correct Answer: Option-A

Question 54: Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blanks to make the sentences complete.

The woman had bands of the same plain blue stuff ............... like kerchiefs about their heads.
A: coiled
B: coined
C: wrapped
D: wretched
Correct Answer: Option-C

Question 55: Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blanks to make the sentences complete.

Her goal in life is to spread her life’s .................. ‘ability beyond disability’ to all in need of support and courage.

A: destiny
B: aim
C: target
D: motto
Correct Answer: Option-D

Question 56: Read the following passage and answer the question by choosing among the four alternatives given

Like many other subjects management education has many disciplines. Students of management have to compulsorily go general management combined with overview of all major disciplines of management. However a postgraduate degree or specializing in a particular branch of management. Well known branches of management include marketing, finance, human resource management discipline but no less important than the ones generally talked about.

In general terms operations management is concerned with converting materials and labor into desired goods and services maximizing the profit of an organization. It entails maximizing production by procuring and utilizing available resources through technology, information and others. It has more to do with planning, designing, organizing, controlling and optimizing the ensures that an unit efficiently and successfully turns inputs into outputs. It is clear that operations management is deliverable.

The success of operations management is decided in terms of adherence to production schedule with quality and quantity. Operations management shouldn’t be considered similar to Logistics management. Operations management is wider and logistics management is planning, execution and control of the procurement, movement and stationing of workers, material objective of a campaign, plan, project or strategy. Logistics management may very well be defined as the management of logistics.

Both manufacturing and service organizations need the function of operations management which covers a process from have flourished since decades and centuries. Now with boom in services sector opportunities for operations managers have mushroomed. For operations management professional, one may add immense value to the performance, profitability and customer service of an organization.

Which of the following statement is right?

A: No body knows about operations management
B: Operations management is unimportant
C: Operations management has lesser importance
D: Operations management is as important as any other management

Correct Answer: Option-D

Question 57: Read the following passage and answer the question by choosing among the four alternatives given

Like many other subjects management education has many disciplines. Students of management have to compulsorily go general management combined with overview of all major disciplines of management. However a postgraduate degree or specializing in a particular branch of management. Well known branches of management include marketing, finance, human resource management discipline but no less important than the ones generally talked about.

In general terms operations management is concerned with converting materials and labor into desired goods and services maximizing the profit of an organization. It entails maximizing production by procuring and utilizing available resources through technology, information and others. It has more to do with planning, designing, organizing, controlling and optimizing the ensures that an unit efficiently and successfully turns inputs into outputs. It is clear that operations management is deliverable.

The success of operations management is decided in terms of adherence to production schedule with quality and quantity. Operations management shouldn’t be considered similar to Logistics management. Operations management is wider and logistics management is planning, execution and control of the procurement, movement and stationing of workers, material objective of a campaign, plan, project or strategy. Logistics management may very well be defined as the management of logistics.

Both manufacturing and service organizations need the function of operations management which covers a process from have flourished since decades and centuries. Now with boom in services sector opportunities for operations managers have mushroomed. For operations management professional, one may add immense value to the performance, profitability and customer service of an organization. For young people may explore career opportunities in this branch of management.

Operations management and Logistics management are

A: considered as similar
B: management of inventory is motion and rest
Like many other subjects management education has many disciplines. Students of management have to compulsorily go general management combined with overview of all major disciplines of management. However a postgraduate degree of specializing in a particular branch of management. Well known branches of management include marketing, finance, human resource management and the like.

In general terms operations management is concerned with converting materials and labour into desired goods and services. It entails maximizing production by procuring and utilizing available resources through technology, information and others. It has more to do with planning, designing, organizing, controlling and optimizing the ensures that an unit efficiently and successfully turns inputs into outputs. It is clear that operations management is delivered in terms of adherence to production schedule with quality and quantity. Operations management shouldn’t be considered similar to Logistics management. Operations management is wider and logistics is planning, execution and control of the procurement, movement and stationing of workers, materials, equipment and other resources. Logistics management may very well be defined as the management of objective of a campaign, plan, project or strategy. Logistics management may very well be defined as the management of all operations and logistics functions within an organization. Both manufacturing and service organizations need the function of operations management which covers a process from planning to execution. Young people may explore career opportunities in this branch of management.

Operations managers have greater opportunities because

A:-boom in service sector
B:-manufacturing flourished
C:-management needs these functions
D:-it covers a process from beginning
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Who can add immense value to the performance, profitability and customer service

A:-a strong management
B:-operations management professional
C:-manufacturing and service organization
D:-none of these
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Like many other subjects management education has many disciplines. Students of management have to compulsorily go general management combined with overview of all major disciplines of management. However a postgraduate degree specializing in a particular branch of management. Well known branches of management include marketing, finance, human resource, and lesser known management discipline but no less important than the ones generally talked about.

In general terms operations management is concerned with converting materials and labour into desired goods and services by maximizing the profit of an organization. It entails maximizing production by procuring and utilizing available resources through technology, information and others. It has more to do with planning, designing, organizing, controlling and optimizing the process to ensure that an unit efficiently and successfully turns inputs into outputs. It is clear that operations management is deliverable.

The success of operations management is decided in terms of adherence to production schedule with quality and quantity. Operations management shouldn’t be considered similar to Logistics management. Operations management is wider and broader than logistics management.

Logistics management is planning, execution and control of the procurement, movement and stationing of workers, materials, information, services and other resources to support the objectives of a campaign, plan, project or strategy. Logistics management may very well be defined as the management of the process of creating, delivering, and managing the flow of goods and services from the point of origin to the point of consumption by channel members and customers.

Both manufacturing and service organizations need the function of operations management which covers a process from raw material to finished product. Operations management need to be different to different kinds of industry. Operations management is considered the backbone of a company and has flourished since decades and centuries. Now with boom in services sector opportunities for operations managers have increased.

A management professional, one may add immense value to the performance, profitability and customer service of an organization. Young people may explore career opportunities in this branch of management.

In general terms operations management is concerned with

A: converting materials and labour
B: desired goods and services
C: maximizing profit
D: reach the objectives

Correct Answer: Option-C

Question 61: Sow is to Boar as
A: Pony is to Donkey
B: Geese is to Duck
C: Deer is to Buck
D: Mare is to Horse

Correct Answer: Option-D

Question 62: Splinter : Wood is as
A: Inch : Unit
B: Water : Vessel
C: Crumb : Bread
D: Powder : Face

Correct Answer: Option-C

Question 63: Gangtok is to Sikkim as Dispur is to ______
A: Meghalaya
B: Nagaland
C: Assam
D: Odisha

Correct Answer: Option-C

Question 64: Sentence: words: ____ : ____
A: Manuscript : editor
B: Paragraph : punctuation
C: Collage : Paper strips
D: Novel : Index

Correct Answer: Option-C

Question 65: Coop is to Hen as Sty is to ______
A: Horse
Question 66: An article is sold at a loss of 5%. If it is sold at Rs. 72 more, then there would be a profit of 4%. What is the cost price of the article?

A: Rs. 700
B: Rs. 500
C: Rs. 600
D: Rs. 800
Correct Answer: Option D

Question 67: A dealer marked his goods 20% above the cost price and allows a discount of 10%. Then the gain percent is

A: 6%
B: 8%
C: 4%
D: 2%
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 68: The average of four numbers is 20. If three numbers are 15, 18, 19, the fourth is

A: 21
B: 23
C: 25
D: 28
Correct Answer: Option D

Question 69: Plaintiff: Defendant:

A: Court: Law
B: Victim: Accused
C: Judge: Jury
D: Husband: Wife
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 70: The number missing in the series is

2, 5, 10, 17, ____, 37, 50, 65
A: 27
B: 22
C: 26
D: 24
Correct Answer: Option C

Question 71: An accurate clock shows 8 O’clock in the morning. Through how many degrees will the hour hand rotate until it shows 9 O’clock?

A: 180 degree
B: 144 degree
C: 150 degree
D: 168 degree
Correct Answer: Option A

Question 72: The square root of 64009 is

A: 253
B: 347
Correct Answer: Option-A
Question 73: In which of the following clusters all the words mean 'ignoring the existence of God'?
A: Pantheism, Agnosticism, Secularism
B: Atheism, Agnosticism, Secularism
C: Deism, Secularism, Agnosticism
D: Atheism, deism, Secularism
Correct Answer: Option-B

Correct Answer: Option-A
Question 74: If oceans are Deserts, then waves are
A: Sand Dunes
B: Ripples
C: Powerful
D: Water
Correct Answer: Option-A

Correct Answer: Option-A
Question 75: Dolphin: Mammal as
A: Maple: Tree
B: Coat: tie
C: Flower: leaf
D: Ant: Hill
Correct Answer: Option-A

Correct Answer: Option-C
Question 76: Courting: Romance: Arguing: ______
A: Judiciary
B: Adjudication
C: Litigation
D: Arbitration
Correct Answer: Option-C

Correct Answer: Option-C
Question 77: Outer space: Satellite : Air: _____
A: Television
B: Telecommunication
C: Aircraft
D: Cable
Correct Answer: Option-C

Correct Answer: Option-A
Question 78: Coding and Decoding 7: 42: 6: ______
A: 36
B: 43
C: 52
D: 24
Correct Answer: Option-A

Correct Answer: Option-C
Question 79: GH18, IJ22, KL26, ______
A: MN 27
B: MN 32
C: MN 30
Correct Answer: Option-C
Question80: Fill in the missing number
6, 13, _____, 55
A: -24
B: -27
C: -25
D: -23
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question81: C, G, K, O, _____? Find out the missing alphabet
A: T
B: S
C: U
D: W
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question82: Find the odd one out
A: River
B: Pond
C: Lake
D: Ocean
Correct Answer: Option-D

Question83: Find the odd one out
A: Cheetah
B: Tiger
C: Leopard
D: Hyena
Correct Answer: Option-D

Question84: Find the one which is different from the rest
A: Right to equality
B: Freedom of speech
C: Right to die
D: Freedom of religion
Correct Answer: Option-C

Question85: If Banana is Mango, mango is apple, apple is grapes, grapes is guava, guava is nuts, which of the following
A: Guava
B: Mango
C: Nuts
D: Grapes
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question86: The Constitution of India was adopted on?
A: 26 November 1948
B: 26 November 1949
C: 26 January 1950
D: 26 January 1949
Question 87: How many times did the proclamation of emergency been enforced in India?
A: Two times
B: Three times
C: Four times
D: Five Times
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 88: How many schedules are there in the Constitution of India?
A: 10
B: 9
C: 8
D: 12
Correct Answer: Option D

Question 89: A writ which is in the form of a command is
A: Quo warranto
B: Mandamus
C: Prohibition
D: Certiorari
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 90: What is Article 21 A of the Constitution of India?
A: Right against exploitation
B: Right to Life
C: Right to education
D: Freedom of Religion
Correct Answer: Option C

Question 91: Uniform Civil Code is a ______
A: Fundamental Right
B: Directive Principles of State Policy
C: Fundamental Duties
D: None of the above
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 92: The maxim 'actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea' means
A: An act only constitute a crime.
B: There can be no offence without a guilty mind
C: Crime is the result of a guilty mind
D: Intention is relevant in crime
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 93: 'Good Faith' in Indian Penal Code means,
A: An actual belief that the act is lawful
B: An act, done honestly
C: An act done with due care and attention
D: A bonafide act
Correct Answer: Option C

Question 94: S. 25 of Indian Penal Code is ______
A:- Dishonestly
B:- Fraudulently
C:- Voluntarily
D:- Negligently
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question 95:- An unlawful assembly consists of
A:- Two or more persons
B:- One or more person
C:- Five or more persons
D:- More than five persons
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 96:- Common Intention is explained in which Section of Indian Penal Code
A:- S.39
B:- S.34
C:- S.30
D:- S.33
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question 97:- ‘A’ having sufficient food does not provide some food to a beggar who dies in hunger. A is guilty of
A:- No offence
B:- Attempt to murder
C:- Culpable homicide
D:- Causing death by rash or negligent act
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question 98:- The definition of Contract is given under
A:- S.2(a) of Indian Contract Act, 1872
B:- S.2(b) of Indian Contract Act, 1872
C:- S.2(d) of Indian Contract Act, 1872
D:- S.2(h) of Indian Contract Act, 1872
Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question 99:- A contract is an
A:- Agreement between parties
B:- Agreement enforceable by law
C:- Agreement by competent parties
D:- Agreement by two or more persons
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question 100:- An agreement not enforceable by law is called
A:- Voidable contract
B:- Void contract
C:- Illegal contract
D:- Unlawful contract
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question101:- A proposal when accepted becomes
   A: An agreement
   B: A promise
   C: A contract
   D: None of the above
   Correct Answer: Option-B

Question102: - 'Consensus ad idem' means
   A: Common intention
   B: Meeting of minds
   C: Term of contract
   D: None of the above
   Correct Answer: Option-B

Question103:- Display of things in a shop with a price tag is
   A: An offer
   B: Counter offer
   C: Advertisement
   D: Invitation to offer
   Correct Answer: Option-D

Question104:- The word 'Tort' is derived from the Latin word
   A: Torta
   B: Tortus
   C: Tortum
   D: None of the above
   Correct Answer: Option-C

Question105:- The maxim 'injuria sine damno' means
   A: Violation of a legal right with damage
   B: Violation of a legal right without any damage
   C: Damage without violation of a legal right
   D: None of the above
   Correct Answer: Option-B

Question106:- The general remedy for a tort is
   A: Action for damages
   B: Action for restoration of property
   C: Action for unliquidated damages
   D: Action for injunction
   Correct Answer: Option-C

Question107:- The maxim which explains that a principal is liable for an agent's act
   A: Volenti non fit injuria
   B: Damnum sine injuria
   C: Respondeat Superior
   D: Vis Major
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question 108:- Inevitable accident means
A:- An act of god
B:- An unexpected injury which could not have been foreseen and avoided
C:- An unexpected injury which could have been foreseen and avoided
D:- None of the above
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question 109:- Which one of the following is not a Libel
A:- A defamatory matter in printing or writing
B:- A cinematograph film
C:- Sounds or gestures
D:- A writing in a poster
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question 110:- “Right in rem” is a right against
A:- An individual
B:- Everyone
C:- Government
D:- All of the above
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question 111:- The word ‘Jurisprudence’ is of _______ origin
A:- Roman
B:- Latin
C:- English
D:- Greek
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question 112:- Ratio Decidendi means,
A:- Reason of decision
B:- Relevant law
C:- Rule of law
D:- None of the above
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question 113:- ‘Law is the command of the sovereign.’ Who said this?
A:- Salmond
B:- Austin
C:- Savigny
D:- Bentham
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question 114:- The term ‘Jurisprudence’ means
A:- Reason of law
B:- Knowledge of law
C:- Importance of law
Delegated Legislation, means

A:-Supreme legislation
B:-Subordinate Legislation
C:-Central Legislation
D:-State Legislation
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Which one of the following features we have not borrowed from the Constitution of the United Kingdom?

A:-Parliamentary type of government
B:-Two houses of Parliament
C:-Privileges of the members of Parliament
D:-Supreme Court
Correct Answer:- Option-D

The fundamental rights in our constitution are inspired by the constitution of

A:-The United States
B:-The United Kingdom
C:-Switzerland
D:-Russia
Correct Answer:- Option-A

From the constitution of Canada we have borrowed the scheme of our

A:-Fundamental rights
B:-Federation
C:-Directive Principle of the State Policy
D:-Supreme court
Correct Answer:- Option-B

In India the judiciary is

A:-Independent
B:-Under the Parliament
C:-Under the President
D:-Under the Prime minister
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Which one of the following is a federal feature of our Constitution?

A:-Single citizenship
B:-Single constitution
C:-Double set of government at national and state level
D:-Single election Commission
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Which of the following public offices can be held only by the citizens of India?

A:-President and Vice-President of India
Question 122: The fundamental rights can be suspended during an emergency by the President of India under Article

A: - 360 of the Indian Constitution
B: - 361 of the Indian Constitution
C: - 357 of the Indian Constitution
D: - 359 of the Indian Constitution

Correct Answer: Option D

Question 123: Which of the following Articles does not confer rights on every person?

A: - Article 14
B: - Article 19
C: - Article 21
D: - Article 32

Correct Answer: Option B

Question 124: Untouchability in any form has been declared as unconstitutional under

A: - Article 18
B: - Article 17
C: - Article 16
D: - Article 15

Correct Answer: Option B

Question 125: Cultural and educational rights have been dealt with under Articles

A: - 31 and 32
B: - 30 and 31
C: - 29 and 30
D: - 33 and 34

Correct Answer: Option C

Question 126: Right to property as a fundamental right from the list of fundamental rights was removed by virtue of

A: - 40th Amendment
B: - 24th Amendment
C: - 42nd Amendment
D: - 44th Amendment

Correct Answer: Option D

Question 127: Under which one of the following Articles have the High Courts been empowered to issue writs for protection?

A: - Article 32
B: - Article 226
C: - Article 126
Question 128: The Directive Principles of the State Policy are
A: justiciable
B: non-justiciable
C: always justiciable
D: sometimes justiciable
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 129: Creditor's forbearance to sue
A: Discharges the surety
B: Does not discharge surety
C: No liability
D: None of the above
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 130: A guarantee which extends to a series of transactions is mentioned in section .......... of the Indian contract
A: 128
B: 129
C: 130
D: 131
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 131: The liability of surety on his death under section 131 in case of continuing guarantee
A: Is terminated absolutely
B: Does not stand terminated
C: Stands terminated as regards future transactions only
D: None of these
Correct Answer: Option C

Question 132: The liability of the surety is co-extensive with that of the principal debtor. This is mentioned in section
A: 126
B: 127
C: 128
D: 129
Correct Answer: Option C

Question 133: An agreement to do an impossible Act is:
A: Void
B: Voidable
C: Illegal
D: None of these
Correct Answer: Option A

Question 134: Possession of a material object is called______?
A: Incorporeal possession
B: Corporeal possession
Question 135: Animus possidendi is an essential element of possession, according to .................?
A:- John Salmond
B:- Frederick Pollock
C:- Savigny
D:- John Austin
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 136: The best source of law in a modern state is
A:- Legislation
B:- Precedent
C:- Custom
D:- All of the above
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question 137: Ownership to copyright and goodwill of a business is ..........?
A:- Contingent ownership
B:- Beneficial ownership
C:- Corporeal ownership
D:- Incorporeal ownership
Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question 138: The Provision in the Constitution regulating civil appeals to Supreme Court ______
A:- Article 130
B:- Article 132
C:- Article 133
D:- Article 134
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 139: Which of the following exercises the most profound influence in framing the Indian Constitution
A:- British Constitution
B:- Irish Constitution
C:- US Constitution
D:- The Government of India Act, 1935
Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question 140: Art. 21A was inserted by
A:- 92nd Amendment
B:- 84th Amendment
C:- 88th Amendment
D:- 86th Amendment
Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question 141: The Tenth schedule of the Constitution of India relates
A:- The national languages of India
B: Administration of the Scheduled and Tribal areas
C: Judicial Review
D: Anti-defection law
Correct Answer: Option-D

Question 142: By which amendments, the Fundamental Duties of Indian citizens were added to the Constitution.

A: 42nd Amendment and 93rd Amendment
B: 42nd Amendment and 86th Amendment
C: 42nd Amendment and 99th Amendment
D: 42nd Amendment and 87th Amendment
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question 143: Which writ is issued by a High Court & Supreme Court to compel an authority to perform a function that it

A: Certiorari
B: Mandamus
C: Habeas Corpus
D: Quo warranto
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question 144: The basic structure of Indian Constitution cannot be changed.” In which of the following cases did the Supr

A: Sankari Prasad Case
B: Golak Nath Case
C: Keshavananda Bharati Case
D: None of the above
Correct Answer: Option-C

Question 145: In which amendment 9th schedule was included in the Constitution of India?

A: First amendment
B: 24th amendment
C: 42nd amendment
D: It was part of the original Constitution
Correct Answer: Option-A

Question 146: **Legal Principle:** A contract obtained by misrepresentation is voidable at the option of the buyer.

**Factual Situation:** A sells a horse to B knowing fully well that the horse is vicious. A does not disclose the nature of the horse to B.

A: Sale is not valid because there has been misrepresentation.
B: Sale is not valid because contract is voidable.
C: Sale is valid because A is under no obligation to disclose the nature of the horse to B.
D: Sale is not valid because contract is void.
Correct Answer: Option-C

Question 147: **PRINCIPLE:** Nobody shall make use of his property in such a way as to cause damage to others. Any such act under law of torts.

**FACTS:** Vasan was owning a house, adjacent to a cluster of houses, owned by Varadan. Varadan was leasing out these houses. When Vasan was transferred to another place, he leased out his house to a person suffering from AIDS. Fearing the spread of AIDS, Varadan requested Vasan to evict the AIDS patient and he offered to fix a suitable tenant for Vasan’s house, if the tenant agreed that AIDS would not spread as feared by Varadan’s tenants. Varadan filed a suit against Vasan.
A:- Varadan will win, because Vasan knowingly caused him financial damage.

B:- Varadan will not win, because Vasan could lease his house to whomever he wanted.

C:- Varadan will not win, because Vasan should not be held responsible for public misperception.

D:- None of the above
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 148: PRINCIPLE: A person is entitled to protect his property by using lawful means.

FACTS: Ramlal is growing valuable vegetables and fruits in his farm and he has fenced the farm to prevent the cattle from ferocious dog to chase away intruding urchins and cattles. Some children were playing in a nearby playground and the ball came near the fence and shouted for the ball. But when there was no response, he managed to creep into the farm to waiting attacked the boy and badly mauled him. The boy's parents filed a suit against Ramlal.

A:- Ramlal is not liable, since the fence and the dog are lawful means of protecting the property.

B:- Ramlal is not liable for the boy trespassing and getting badly injured in that process.

C:- Ramlal is liable, since an ordinary barking dog would have sufficed for the purpose.

D:- None of the above
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question 149: PRINCIPLE: A person who commits an unlawful act towards another, which can be imputed to him, must re as a consequence thereof.

FACTS: Mr Rajender Singh was riding his scooter on the right side of the road which is illegal as per the traffic rules. Mr R opposed direction. The two vehicles collided and resulted in loss of Rs. 50,000 to Mr Rajender Singh. This includes his m this accident, there is no fault on the part of Mr Rajesh Chawla.

A:- Mr Rajender Singh will not get any amount as damages.

B:- Mr Rajender Singh will get full compensation.

C:- Mr Rajender Singh will get part of the compensation.

D:- None of the above
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question 150: PRINCIPLE: A person is liable for all the injurious consequences of his careless act.

FACTS: Ram, a snake charmer, was exhibiting his talents to a group of people. One of the snakes escaped and bit a child treatment.

A:- Ram is liable to compensate the child’s family for his careless act.

B:- Ram is not liable to anything as such things keep happening.

C:- Ram is not in a position to compensate as he is poor.

D:- None of the above.
Correct Answer:- Option-A


REASONING (R): The Constitution of India is the oldest laws in the country.

A:- A is correct and R is the correct explanation for A.

B:- A is correct but R is incorrect.

C:- Both A and R are correct but R is not the correct explanation.

D:- Both A and R are incorrect.
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question 152: ASSERTION (A): Fundamental Rights are sacrosanct against any legislative and executive action which si

REASONING (R): Fundamental right can be restricted so long as the restrictions are reasonable.
A:- A is correct and R is the correct explanation for A.

B:- A is correct but R is incorrect.

C:- Both A and R are correct but R is not the correct explanation for A.

D:- Both A and R are incorrect
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question153:- **PRINCIPLE**: No legal remedy exists for an injury caused by an act, for which one has consented.

**SITUATION**: Rajesh a cricket enthusiast, purchases a ticket to watch the one day International Cricket Match between In Control for Cricket in India. As he was engrossed in watching the match, a ball struck for a six, hits Rajesh on his body or reimbursement of the medical bill he paid for treatment of the injury.

A:- Rajesh would lose as he voluntarily exposed himself to the risk.

B:- Rajesh should be compensated as he purchased the ticket to get entertainment and not to get granted

C:- BCCI is liable as he did not ensure that the spectators were protected from the risks of such injuries.

D:- None of the above
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question154:- **ASSERTION** (A): The Constitution of India is an organic document.

**REASONING** (R): The Constitution of India cannot be amended.

A:- Both A and R are individually true and R is the correct explanation of A.

B:- Both A and R are individually true but R is not the correct explanation of A.

C:- A is true but R is false.

D:- A is false but R is true.
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question155:- **ASSERTION** (A): An Indian Prime Minister must compulsorily be a member of the Lok Sabha.

**REASONING** (R): The key element to parliamentary democracy is responsibility of the Executive to the Legislature.

A:- Both A and R are individually true and R is the correct explanation of A.

B:- Both A and R are individually true and but R is not the correct explanation of A.

C:- A is true but R is false.

D:- A is false but R is true.
Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question156:- Which Indian city is set to play host to the 15th East Asian Summit Conference 2020?

A:- New Delhi

B:- Hyderabad

C:- Chennai

D:- Ahmedabad
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question157:- Which Asian country recently introduced a “Sustainable Development Fee” for regional tourists including In

A:- Thailand

B:- Bhutan

C:- Cambodia

D:- Sri Lanka
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question 158: The Union Cabinet of India recently approved amendments to bring which category of banks under the regulation?
A: Multi-State Co-operative banks
B: Land Development Banks
C: Primary agricultural societies
D: Chit Funds
Correct Answer: Option A

Question 159: Which country recently launched the ‘International religious Freedom Alliance’ for protecting religious freedom?
A: Russia
B: USA
C: Japan
D: India
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 160: Which Indian city was recently certified, as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO?
A: Varanasi
B: Ahmedabad
C: Jaipur
D: Nagpur
Correct Answer: Option C

Question 161: The Government of India has recently approved the next mission to the moon by ISRO, named as
A: Chandrayaan 2
B: Chandrayaan 3
C: Chandrayaan 4
D: Chandrayaan 5
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 162: The mobile application launched by Reserve Bank of India for visually challenged people
A: MANI
B: MARBI
C: MONEY
D: MABI
Correct Answer: Option A

Question 163: The 25th Governor of Reserve Bank of India
A: Raghuram Rajan
B: Shaktikanta Das
C: Urjit Patel
D: D. Subbarao
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 164: The United Nations has declared __________ as the ‘most famous teenager of the decade’
A: Greta Thunberg
B: Hima Das
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 165:- The female Indian hockey player who won the prestigious ‘world games athlete of the year’ award 2019
A:- Smriti Mandhana
B:- Rani Rampal
C:- Navjot Kaur
D:- Mithali Raj
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question 166:- The country to host FIFA world cup 2022
A:- Oman
B:- Qatar
C:- Dubai
D:- Saudi Arabia
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 167:- Who among the following is the world’s youngest serving state leader
A:- Jacinda Ardern, Prime Minister of New Zealand
B:- Sanna Marin, Prime Minister of Finland
C:- Sebastian Kurz, the Chancellor of Austria
D:- Kim Jong-un, the Supreme Leader of North Korea
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 168:- Who has been named as India’s first Chief of Defence Staff?
A:- Bikram Singh
B:- V.K. Singh
C:- Bipin Rawat
D:- Deepak Kapoor
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 169:- The actor who was honoured with Dada Saheb Phalke Award in December 2019
A:- Dileep Kumar
B:- Dharmendra
C:- Amitabh Bachan
D:- Naseeruddin Shah
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 170:- The State which has topped the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGS) Index in India for 2019-2020
A:- Tamil Nadu
B:- Kerala
C:- Bihar
D:- Madhya Pradesh
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question 171:- Which Indian Defence Service has banned the use of Facebook by its personnel
A:- Indian Navy
B:- Territorial Army
C: Indian Army
D: Indian Air Force
Correct Answer: Option-A

Question 172: Which Indian female Chess player recently won the World Rapid Championship Title
A: Pragya Vajpayee
B: Koneru Humpy
C: Ankita Bhambri
D: Nutan Avasthi
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question 173: What is the name of ISRO’s first Solar Mission
A: PRABA-1
B: Vaibhav-1
C: Surya – GIV
D: Aditya-L1
Correct Answer: Option-D

Question 174: ‘Fausta’ which recently died in Tanzania was the world’s oldest?
A: Elephant
B: Rhinoceros
C: Turtle
D: Tiger
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question 175: ISRO is to set up second launch port in which district
A: Tirunelveli
B: Thanjavur
C: Tiruchirappalli
D: Thoothukodi
Correct Answer: Option-D

Question 176: Who became the first Indian Table Tennis player to be ranked world no.1 in the under-21 category?
A: Anthony Amalraj
B: Manav Thakker
C: Soumyajit Ghosh
D: Sathiyan Gnanasekharan
Correct Answer: Option-B

Question 177: On which date is World Braille Day is observed
A: 2nd January
B: 3rd January
C: 4th January
D: 5th January
Correct Answer: Option-C

Question 178: Who won the Global Child Prodigy Award 2020?
A: Sucheta Satish
Question 179: Who has been appointed as the Judge of Criminal Court of New York in January 2020?
A: Deepika Bhonsle
B: Archana Rao
C: Vedita Sinha
D: Sumathi Krishna

Correct Answer: Option B

Question 180: Who has retained top spot in latest cricket test match rankings for batsmen in 2020?
A: Steven Smith
B: Virat Kohli
C: David Warner
D: Shikhar Dhawan

Correct Answer: Option B

Question 181: Which country will be the guest of honour at the Paris Book Fair 2020?
A: USA
B: Japan
C: India
D: Russia

Correct Answer: Option C

Question 182: Selfie Museum has recently been inaugurated in which city?
A: New York
B: Dubai
C: Sydney
D: Brussels

Correct Answer: Option B

Question 183: National Youth Day is celebrated on
A: 11th January
B: 12th January
C: 13th January
D: 14th January

Correct Answer: Option B

Question 184: Which country has recently reported the first case from Corona Virus?
A: Taiwan
B: China
C: North Korea
D: Thailand

Correct Answer: Option B

Question 185: Who was adjudged the ‘sports star of the year’ in January 2020?
A:-Mary Kom
B:-P.V.Sindhu
C:-Saina Nehwal
D:-Deepa Karmakar
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question 186:- The Government of India has ensured free and compulsory education for all those who are of the age of
A:-3 years
B:-5 years
C:-6-14 years
D:-12-14 years
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 187:- “World No Tobacco Day” is observed on which of the following day?
A:-1st May
B:-10th May
C:-21st May
D:-31st May
Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question 188:- Which of the following is the book written by Shobha De?
A:-Namesake
B:-My Life
C:-Speed Post
D:-Long Walk to Freedom
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 189:- Which of the following is India’s largest public sector commercial bank at present?
A:-IDBI Bank
B:-ICICI Bank
C:-State Bank of India
D:-AXIS Bank
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question 190:- Who among the following revolutionaries set up the United India House in the USA?
A:-Ramnath Puri and Vir Savarkar
B:-Taraknath Das and G.D. Kumar
C:-Lala Hardayal and Bhagat Singh
D:-Harnam Singh and Bhagwan Singh
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question 191:- The stock market index of London Stock Market is referred as
A:-Sensex
B:-Footsie (FTSE)
C:-NIFTY
Question 192: The World Heritage Day is observed on
A: March 18
B: April 20
C: March 20
D: April 18
Correct Answer: Option D

Question 193: Which one of the following languages is not specified in Schedule 8 of the Indian Constitution?
A: Sanskrit
B: Sindhi
C: English
D: Nepali
Correct Answer: Option C

Question 194: Buddha was born in
A: 623 B.C.
B: 602 B.C.
C: 523 B.C.
D: 563 B.C.
Correct Answer: Option D

Question 195: Swami Vivekananda was associated with
A: Ramakrishna Mission
B: Brahma Samaj
C: Arya Samaj
D: Prarthana Samaj
Correct Answer: Option A

Question 196: Which of the following countries has a President form of Government?
A: U.K.
B: U.S.A.
C: India
D: Nepal
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 197: According to Gandhiji, Satyagraha may take the form of
A: Coercion
B: Civil Disobedience
C: Violent Strike
D: Revolution
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 198: In which year was the Environmental Protection Act passed in India?
A: 1986
Question 199: The “National Energy Conservation Day” is observed every year on

A: 14th November
B: 14th December
C: 24th November
D: 24th December
Correct Answer: Option B

Question 200: Where is the head quarter of the International Olympic Committee located?

A: Italy
B: Switzerland
C: Belgium
D: France
Correct Answer: Option B